Information Displays: Large Screen Liquid Crystal Displays and Components

With the information technology sector becoming ever more competitive and with new ways of distributing information, Delphi can help you stay ahead of the competition and get the best prices. Delphi provides value-added computer hardware, software, networking & telecommunications services and unparalleled sales and service of LCD displays and components for a wide variety of applications.

Delphi is proud to offer expert services for procuring and maintaining advanced display systems. Delphi provides a one-stop set of information display technologies for your business communication needs.

Example: The 30" or 40" (30" or 40" viewable image size) of the NEC large-screen LCD display, gives you a new, high-performance option for your information display needs. Featuring 1280 x 768 resolution, multiple input and output formats, remarkable brightness, wide-angle viewing and no permanent phosphor image burn-in, this model helps you gain an audience's attention and save money on the life-cycle cost of the equipment.

Presale Consultation
On-demand information technologies enable a variety of industries to build high-value services for their customers. If you are in the telecom, hospitality, enterprise, education, or security/government industries, Delphi offers you the technology to reach your audience with high quality information displays.

Our goal is to make it easier for you to deploy information on-demand than ever before.

By identifying best-of-breed partners and working closely with them, we have created packaged solutions that are ready to go. Our expert team works with you to not only determine the intricacies of your installation, but how you and your staff can best utilize your solution to maximize your return on investment. Delphi continuously works to make sure products integrate seamlessly with the best performance possible.

Account Management
The Delphi account team examines your needs, recommends the most appropriate configuration to maximize your return on investment, tailors your solution to your requirements, and helps ensure a smooth transition from installation to support. Delphi can also help in developing comprehensive support plans and service level agreements.

Delphi provides full consultation services for design, installation, operation, usability and support. Delphi boasts in-depth experience in system integration and can help you deploy technologies quickly, easily, and at a lower price than our competition. Delphi solutions are waiting for you and your customers.
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Potential deployment procedures include:
- On-location site survey for wiring, system design, and pre-installation
- Customized implementation plan
- Network assurance and verification
- Hardware consulting
- Software customization/design
- System configuration consultation
- Configuration and test

Several key aspects are evaluated and made part of the solution:
- Integration with existing systems
- Configuration
- Conversions from previous systems
- Flexible network interfaces: complements network strategies
- Proven reliability in the field: confidence in performance

Advantages:
- Scalable Client/Server Electronic Information Displays or stand-alone
- Simple, user-friendly operation
- Seamless integration
- Online, real time access
- User-defined security

Delphi Automation Services provide:
- Knowledgeable technical integration
- Performance-oriented, reliable and flexible account management

Delphi is respected for providing the highest quality networked applications and equipment.

**FEATURED SOLUTIONS**

LCD monitors in screen sizes from 15” to 40” boast unrivaled screen performance along with features that make your customers’ visual experience as comfortable and efficient as possible. Outstanding image quality with minimized glare and distortion, lightweight, space-saving designs, wide-angle viewing, wall/arm mounting capabilities, portrait/landscape viewing, uninterrupted viewing of high-speed video and significant energy savings make these LCD displays ideal for demanding applications in financial, medical, corporate and information display environments.

Delphi provides enclosures in a variety of sizes and materials that can be customized with high-resolution graphics that are perfect for boardrooms, public display, retail and trade show installations for indoor or outdoor use.

Indoor frames slip over the display and snap into place. They are available for most plasma displays and LCD panels on the market. Text and logos can be silk-screened and embedded in the finish. Bezels can be finished in any color - using the Pantone system - to exactly match corporate colors or décor.

Our unique indoor and outdoor protective enclosures add a level of security, lower equipment noise levels and offer a multitude of simple and inexpensive mounting options. Designs allow wires and cables to be hidden, yet easily accessible for system modification and updates, and flexible monitor placement.

Touch and anti-reflective screen options are also available. The quality and versatility of the LCD display makes it ideal for your applications.

**Display, Projector, & Other Equipment Options**
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